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WALTERS MS W720:
CHAPTERS TO BE OBSERVED BY THE SINGERS
OF THE CAPPELLA GIULIA (1574)
ILONA KLEIN

The manuscript W720 that bears the title Capitoli che hanno da osseruare gli Cantori de/la Cappel/a di San Pietro is an unstudied and unpublished document held in
the archives of the Walters Art Gallery in Baltimore, Maryland. 1 As one of the
earliest surviving written texts of its kind, W720 documents in detail the rules
that the singers of the Julian Chapel had to obey during the year 1574. The following critical edition of the manuscript and the accompanying English translation are intended to provide materials that will assist Renaissance specialists in a
number of areas (art history, philology, history, musicology, Italian studies, and
so on).

1 I am particularly and deeply indebted to the kindness and expertise of Pro£ Christopher Kleinhenz (University of Wisconsin-Madison) who has reviewed a previous draft
of this study: he suggested several corrections to my translation and made copious comments on the manuscript. Pro£ Kleinhenz was my professor and mentor when I was a
graduate student at UW-Wisconsin, and he taught me paleography and philology, and
ignited in me an everlasting passion for old manuscripts . I dedicate this study to him,
with much gratitude, affection, admiration, and respect. Also, I am grateful to the College of Humanities at Brigham Young University for providing me with a grant to support some of the research and the writing of this article. I am indebted to the generosity
of the Study Abroad Office of BYU for arranging my stay in Rome to consult the necessary archives in the Vatican Library. Dr. Elizabeth Burin and Dr. Roger Wieck, former Associate Curators of Manuscripts and Rare Books of the Walters Art Gallery in
Baltimore, extended every courtesy to me during my several consultations ofW720. Dr.
William Noel, present Curator, has generously provided me with the photo of the coat
of arms ofW720, and granted permission to include the image in this article. Notwithstanding my gratitude to all who helped in this project, the responsibility for any omissions and errors, of course, remains my own.
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The Cappella Giulia
The Cappella Giulia was founded in 1509 and sanctioned on 19 February 1513
by Pope Julius II (hence the Cappella's name), who signed a Bull to this effect
just two days before his death. Although perhaps not as well known as the more
prestigious Sistine Chapel Choir, the Julian Chapel singers were a very close
second.
Unlike the singers of the Pontifical Sistine Chapel, the members of the Cappella Giulia choir also performed outside of St. Peter's in several other Roman
churches (e.g. the church of St. John degli Spinelli-destroyed in 1849-mentioned in section [52) of the manuscript). In fact, several buildings in Rome belonged to the Cappella Giulia and were used as a means to increase revenue for
the Cappella. The singers themselves received additional payments for services
provided beyond those where their attendance was required.
The Papal Bull sanctioning the Cappdla Giulia had provided for various
administrative jobs, among which was that of "maestro" of music, although no
further details were given. Owing to this vague "job description," the responsibilities associated with the post of "maestro" varied greatly, according to the personality of the incumbent.
After 1534, the "administrator" of the Julian Chapel was called the magister
cappellae, and his duties were primarily supervisory and/or financial. In fact, the
magister cappellae was a Prefect, a high prelate nominated from among the Canons by the Chapter of Saint Peter who remained in office for one year. 2 In his job
as administrator, the magister cappellae authorized everyday, routine expenses.
For instance, he was in charge of the bookkeeping and of contacting booksellers
and bookbinders, among other duties. 3
The magisterwas assisted by a puntatore (a "score keeper," so to speak), a position usually held by one of the oldest among the singers. 4 Following pre-established rules, the score keeper levied fines and penalties on a daily basis, through a
well-established system of fines/points, on late and/or absent singers.
Pope Gregory XIII (26 May 1572 - 10 April 1585, the initiator of the Gregorian reform) insisted on hiring only qualified singers for the Cappella Giulia,
and reduced the number of singers from twenty-four to twelve, subjecting them
to the authority of two maestri (one of music, one of grammar). The pope insisted
that the singers participate each day in the liturgical activities of Saint Peter's,

1 Giancarlo Rostirolla, "La Cappella Giulia in San Pietro negli anni del magistero
di Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina," in Atti def Convegno di Studi Palestriniani 28 settembre-2 ottubre 1975, ed. Francesco Luisi (Palestrina: Fondazione Giovanni Pierluigi da
Palestrina, 1977), 99-283, here 113.
3 Rostirolla, "La Cappella Giulia," 119.
4 Rostirolla, "La Cappella Giulia," 112.
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from which they could not be excused, except under extraordinary circumstances. 5 All singers were to attend all services. 6

The Manuscript
W720 was purchased by Henry Walters in 1902 as part of the Don Marcello
Massarenti collection (# 477), as confirmed by the large paper ticket glued on the
front pastedown, and by the small sticker on the top center of the front cover.
W720 is not a unique document type. Perhaps the most direct and readily
available model would be the Constitution of the Papal Singers, promulgated in
1545, and reprinted in H aber!. 7 The Constitution shows a delegation of authority similar to that seen in W720, and a somewhat similar schedule of fines. In
fact, chapter XL of the Constitution, entitled "De Punctatore," describes in detail
the role of the "score keeper" who was to be elected from among the most senior
members of the Cappella, and from among those who had a clear understanding
of the rules of the Pontifical Chapel. According to this Constitution the "puntatore," once in office, would enforce the Chapel's policies by "keeping score" and
fining those singers who were not in compliance.
Although perhaps not unique in content, W720 is a very special document
in many other ways. Its probable standing as a codex unicus is confirmed by two
loose paper receipts housed in the archives of the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana. 8 These handwritten slips are signed by Paolo Ghiselli himself; the same
handwritten signature is found three times in W720. Both receipts in the Vatican collection explicitly mention the content of W720, referring to it as the
"book" (in the singular form) and thus implying that W720 was the only extant
original manuscript. 9 The two receipts housed in the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana are dated 2 November 1574, and in both of them Paolo Ghiselli points to
5 Ariane Ducrot, "Histoire de la Cappella Giulia au XVI• siecle depuis sa fondation
par Jules II (1513) jusqu'a sa restauration par Gregoire XIII (1578)," Melanges d'A.rchiologie et d'Histoire 75 (1963): 179-240, 467-559, here 468.
6 Rostirolla, "La Cappella Giulia," 129.
7 FranzXaver Haberl, "Die riimische 'schola cantorum' und die papstlichen Kapellsanger bis zur Mitte des 16. Jahrhunderts," Bausteinefur Musikgeschichte 3 (1888): 96-108.
Written in Latin, the titles of some of the chapters of ConstitutioneJ Cappellae Pontificiae
are "Novus cantor tenetur solvere duos ducatos per cotta," "De silentio observando stante
divino officio," "De licentia exeundi extra chorum pro aliquo particulari negotio," "De
cantore scandalum faciente," "De cantore infirmo," "De Punctatore."
8 Both receipts are until now undocumented and unstudied. They are catalogued as
Arch. Cap. S. Petri in Vat. (ACSP), Cappella Giulia, n° 429 "XCI-Cantori della Cappella Giulia," p. 134; ARM 20-23.
9 I have not been able to uncover any other manuscript copies ofGhiselli's text, and
I strongly believe that all evidence points to W720 as a codex unicus.
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his authorship ofW720. The content ofboth receipts is almost identical: Ghiselli
authorizes Filippo Coccovagino, the collector ("esattore") of the Cappella Giulia, to reimburse 12 ju/ii to Maestro Giovanni da Palestrina for the bookbinding
expenses of W720. 10
The first receipt in Ghiselli's hand reads:
1574. 2. Nov. Ordine di pagare a M(aestr)o Giovani da Palestrina Julii Dodici per le carte pecore e per la coperta e ligatura del libro delli Capitoli delli
Cantori accomodati da noi. Io, Paulo Ghiselli.
[2 November 1574. Request to pay 12 ju/ii to Maestro Giovanni da Palestrina for the parchments and for the cover and binding of the book on the
Chapters of the Singers arranged by us. I, Paolo Ghiselli].
The second, somewhat longer, receipt reads:

Io, Paulus Ghisellus, Can(oni)cus et Magister Cappellae. R(e)v(erend)o
M(esser)o Philippo, Benefitiale di S(an) Pietro ed Exatore della Cappella
Julia, pagarete a M(aest)r(o). Gio(vanni) da Palestrina Julii Dodici: p(er) le
carte, Paj(occhi) cinquanta, et per la copperta et legatura del libro delli Capitoli delli Cantori accornodati da noi, che in t(ut)to sono julii 12, et mettetali a conto del rnio salario. Dies 2 novembre 1574. Io Paulo Ghiselli.
[I, Paolo Ghiselli, Canon and Magister Cappellae. Reverend gentleman
Filippo [Coccovagino], beneficiary of St. Peter's and collector for the Cappella Giulia, you will pay 12julii to Maestro Giovanni da Palestrina: fifty
baiocchi for the papers, for the cover and the binding of the book on the
Chapters of the Singers arranged by us, for a total of 12 ju/ii, and which you
should debit to my salary. The day 2 November 1574. I, Paolo Ghiselli.]
Even though Rostirolla documents a different and less detailed entry/receipt for
this manuscript, he does not appear to be aware of the existence of W720 ("La
Cappella Giulia," 265). The two receipts which I discovered in the archives of St.
Peter's in Rome are interesting in that they reveal the particular financing behind
the making of W720. Evidently, Palestrina advanced the sum of 12julii for the
bookbinder's work, and he was then reimbursed by Ghiselli the following month
through what we would define today as an "automatic payroll deduction."
For the edition, I have attempted to reproduce the text as it appears in W720
with the expansion of abbreviations, addition of accent marks, and insertion of
punctuation. I have also retained orthographic inconsistencies.
W720 can be divided into several segments, according to topic. For example, sections [2] and [42] discuss in detail the role of the puntatore who, as noted
10 Rostirolla, "La Cappella Giulia," 264. Also, Rostirolla identifies Filippo Coccovagina as "esattore" for the year 1574.
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above, was charged with assessing and collecting fines from those singers who
did not follow the rules of the Cappella Giulia. He accomplished this task by
assigning "penalty points" to behavioral infractions: every singer accumulated
scores to which a monetary value was given, and then the singer was assessed a
corresponding fine. The Italian words used most often in W720 to describe the
penalty procedure and fines exacted are "punti" (points) and "puntare" (assign
points). For the English version ofW720, I have here translated these words in·
" "fi ne," "score" (as nouns), an d "to score," "to fi ne" (as
terc h angeably as "pomts,
verbs) to allow a better understanding of the original Italian text.
Sections [4] through [45] detail exactly when, why, and how singers could
be fined for misconduct. Specifically, a few sections such as [31], [32], and [40]
discuss the issue of unjustified vs. permissible absences; [33) treats t11c issue of
surplices not worn, due to laundering; singers' job security and causes for dismissal can be found in [37], [39], and [41], among others. Specific days of duty
are detailed in sections [46] through [60]. The addendum to the first part of the
manuscript (parts [62] through the end) focuses on disciplinary actions to be
taken against singers for behavioral infractions.
From a linguistic point of view, the text of the Walters manuscript is written
in a central Italian dialect, with several words showing consistent variants typical of the time and place of composition. For example, we find Latinisms such
stationi, beneditioni, distributione, lamentatione, vacantie, as well as etymological
h (haveranno, hora, havendo/havuta, habito). The ecclesiastical, learned form escusare (section [19], from Latin ex-) appears here, rather than the more common,
central-Italian dialectal form scusare, and preference is given to the classical Latin
form Jraude for Italian /rode.
On the other hand, gir (for andare) appears as a very popular form in central Italian of the time (from the hortative Latin eimus > giamo > new verb gire).
Also, the manuscript attests to the fact that in 1574, in Rome, the general rule
that pretonic a tends to become e before an r is in a linguistic transitional phase:
mancara, cascara, levara; in the simple future, third person singular forms of firstconjugation verbs (andare follows the same pattern, andara). These older forms
are found alongside newer ones: manchera, in [35] and [41], and trovera in [60],
[64], and [66].
The example of onomatopoeic ciarlare (section [36], from Boccaccio [1375])
is noteworthy. Masculine plural definite articles Ii still retain their Latin derivative origin (from a plausible fusion of ii/is and illi). The medieval Latin word communis (commune, section [6] and others) has not yet begun its (rare) phenomenon
of consonantic simplification to comune (generally, Italian shows a strong resistance to this tendency). Even though Italian had started to drop i after / in clerical Latin (evangelium > vangelo) by the thirteenth and fourteenth century, W720
has the clearly Latinate form evangelio.
The manuscript also displays examples of Roman dialect: e.g., gemination of
single consonants in the words doppo (dopo < Latin de post) and sabbato (sabato) .
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The third person plural present subjunctive of the verb dire, dichino (for dicano,
in standard Italian) shows a very strong Roman dialectal formation. Similarly,
l'ultimi (for g!i u!timi) is of central-Italian imprint, as is the rhotacism ofl (r < /):
mercordi (cl. Italian mercoledi) in section [46].
Four types of coins of the Papal States' monetary system are mentioned in
W720 in reference to the fines: the giulio, the baiocco, the scudo, and the carlino.
During the Renaissance, the most important mints in the Papal States were in
Rome, Bologna, and Ancona. In 1508 the giulio was renamed (from the grosso
carlino) in honor of Pope Julius II, 11 for he was the first Renaissance pope to have
his own likeness used extensively on a coin. This coin, a "grosso largo" (that is,
of larger-than-usual dimensions), was struck in silver and had been part of the
papal monetary system since the thirteenth century. The giulio was worth onetenth of a scudo.
The baiocco was worth one-tenth of a giulio, or one one-hundredth (11100 th)
of a scudo in 1574, the year in which W720 was written, and it was issued in base
silver at that time. The scudo, a large silver coin, took its name from the word
"shield," for it had armorial insignia on one of its faces. It was introduced as papal
currency during the sixteenth century, and after 1545 it was struck in silver. The
papal silver "grosso" coin known as the carlino, so called after the golden Neapolitan carlino of the Middle Ages, was worth one-half of a giulio.
In order to give a better idea of the impact which the fines imposed by the
Chapel had upon its singers, I offer some terms of comparison from other coeval
documents. For instance, according to Rostirolla and Ducrot, Giovanni Animuccia, the magister cappellae who immediately preceded Ghiselli, earned 8 scudi
per month: this was approximately 3 scudi more per month than the pay of the
adult singers of the Cappella Giulia. In 1575, the year after W720 was written,
the magister earned 15 scudi per month, and the singers' salaries were increased
to 7 scudi a month in 1578. Children in the choir (typically the soprano and alto
voices) earned between 1 ½ and 3 ½ scudi per month.
Even more specifically, among the unstudied material contained in Arch.
Cap. S. Petri in Vat. (ACSP), Cappella Giulia, n° 429, ARM 20-23 (134), there
is a document signed by Paolo Ghiselli ("Paulus Ghisellus, Can[onicus] et M[a]g[ister] Cappell[ae]") that details the payments to each of the singers of the Cappella Giulia for the month of January of 1574. These "Pagam[enti] alli Cantori"
("Payments to the Singers") indicate, among other things, that Petro Aloysio,
the magistro cantorum, was paid 8.33 scudi, that the three bassi earned 4, 6, and
7 scudi respectively, that three of the four tenori earned 4, 5, and 5 scudi and that
the fourth tenor's salary was pro-rated that month at 1.66 scudi. We also learn
that the four alti earned 5, 5, 6, and 7 scudi respectively and that the four soprani
11 Giuseppe De Gennaro, L'esperienza monetaria di Roma in eta moderna (secc. XVIXVIII): tra stabilizzazione ed injlazione (Napoli: Edizioni Scientifiche Italiane, 1980),

30.
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were paid 1, 1, 4, and 4 scudi respectively. "Marco [Houterrnann] Organista,"
a.k.a. "Marco Fiamingo," earned 50 baiocchi that month, and Dionisio Malatestae, magister grammatice, was paid 2 scudi. 12

Physical Description of W720
As noted above, W720, Capitoli che hanno da osseruare gli Cantori de/la Cappella
di San Pietro, is a dated, autograph codex unicus by Paolo Ghiselli, a Canon of St.
Peter's in Rome who oversaw the Cappella Giulia in 1574 in the role of the magister caJ!J;el/ae. 13
The Walters Art Gallery's own files pertaining to this manuscript are helpful
in describing the document's physical condition. The binding of W720 is still in
its original state: a sixteenth-century dark green morocco (a soft, textured leather
made of goatskin) presents a stamped gilt over the foliate design imprinted over
the cardboard binding. The coat of arms of Ghiselli is impressed on a small oval
leather inset in the center of the front cover. In the center of the back cover, the
capital letters DECR. CAP. S.P. (presumably the abbreviated title of the book,
rendered as Decreti dei Capitoli di San Pietro) are also gilded. The booklet is kept
closed by four yellow ribbons of which three still remain.
The manuscript is in parchment, and consists of 22 folios (of which the first
and the last are paper), and measures 16.4 x 11. 7 cm. Each page is ruled in ochre
ink, forming one wide column per page of 19 lines, with 6 mm. separating each
line. The ruled column (10.7 x 7.1 cm.) is closed on the right and on the left by
single vertical lines. The text, written in central Italian dialect, bears a clear and
regular slanting Roman handwriting, in light brown ink. As this critical edition
of W720 indicates, the light-brown-ink initial letter of each of the words denoting the twelve months (sections [47] through [58]) has been erased and replaced
by a gold Roman capital letter. The collation shows two pastedown paper bifolia
flyleaves (folio 1 and folio 22). Upon inspection under ultraviolet light at two different intensities, no watermarks were visible on the paper.
Paolo Ghiselli's signature appears three times: in sections [1], [61], and [79]
([2r}, {16v} and {20r}, respectively). His coat of arms appears not only on the
binding, but also on the illustrated frontispiece (see illustration at the end of this
12 Rostirolla, "La Capella Giulia," 246. Rostirolla specifies that Marco Houtermann
actually earned a total of 3 scudi per month, of which 2.5 were paid by the Chapter and
0.5 by the Cappella Giulia.
13 Paolo Ghiselli, the author ofW720, was both Canon and Maestro di Cappella
twice: in 1574, and again in 1578-1579. W720 reflects Ghiselli's double tenure: pages
{lv} through {16v} are all written with the same ink and in the same handwriting. Pages
{17v} through {20r} display a more mature handwriting (although clearly belonging to the
same scribe, Ghiselli himself) and are in black ink.
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article). In the upper half of the shield (in the center of the coat of arms), a small
but fierce-looking lion, exhaling red flames, holds in its right paw a fleur-de-lis
against a light blue background. The lower half of the shield depicts three azure
fleurs-de-lis against a gilded background. On either side, the shield is supported
by two nude maidens each holding the black tassels of a priest's flat hat hovering
above the shield. 14

Critical edition ofW720
{2r} Capitoli che hanno da osservare Gli Cantori della Cappella di San Pietro.
[1] Io, Paolo Ghiselli, Canonico di S(an) Pietro di Roma, Deputato dal
R(everen)do Cap(ito)lo alla cura della cappella per l'anno 1574. Dovendo, conforme al mio obligo provedere alli bisogni di essa cappella et principalmente
all'officio de' cantori. Ordiniamo che si debbano osservare li Capitoli fatti gia li
anni passati per li R(everen)di s(igno)ri Maestri di Cappella. Accomodati dame
ne l'infrascritto modo, de' quali accio niuno possa pretender Ignoranza, vogliamo
che siano descritti a notizia loro {2v} accio li osservino, et quelli che trasgrediranno a detti Cappitoli siano puntati secondo l'ordine infrascritto.
[2] In primis, che si debbano fare due Puntatori delli medesimi cantori
participa(n)ti, lncominciando dal Decano con il seguente doppo lui. Et debbano
puntare tutti dua, per due mesi, et ciasch'uno debba puntare nel suo foglio finita
la Messa, o vero il Vespro in presentia delli compag(n)i. Et debbano riscuotere li
straordinarij che da 11 Capitolo et la Cappella, et li punti che faranno i cantori.
Et questi debbano distribuire tra li participanti mese per mese et, nol facendo,
debbano perdere La loro parte che gli toccarebbe tanto de {3r} straordinarij come
delli punti. Et finito che haveranno li due mesi, debbano li altri due Cantori piu
antichi fare nel medesimo modo che haveranno fatto li primi, et cosi de mano in
mano fino a l'ultimi seguendo l'ordine sottoscritto. Et si debba dare la lista delli
Punti al pagatore primo che paghi 11 mese; et per le loro fatiche debbano havere
cioe delli punti cinque per cento.

14 I would like to emend in this respect the notes of the Walters concerning the two
leaning human figures on either side of the shield, for their enticing and somewhat seductive position, together with the size and shape of their hips and bosoms, best portrays
them as young women, not as putti (as the collection's description ofW720 indicates). See
the illustration at the end of this article.
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{2r} Chapters which the Singers of the Cappella of San Pietro Must Observe.
[1] I, Paolo Ghiselli, Canon of San Pietro in Rome, appointed by the reverend
Chapter to the administration of the Cappella for the year 1574. In agreement
with my obligations, I must provide for the needs of such Cappella, and mainly
for the activity of the singers. We enjoin that chapters completed already in the
previous years for the Reverend Signori Maestri di Cappella be observed. Arranged by me in the following written fashion, so that no one may claim ignorance of them, we want them to be described for their [the singers'] information,
{2v} so that they may observe them. Those who will transgress said chapters will
be fined according to these written rules.
[2] In the first place: that among the same participating singers, two are to be
designated as score keepers, beginning with the Dean and his immediate subordinate. Both of them are to keep score for two months, and each of them must
assign points on his sheet in presence of the co-singers at the end of Mass or of
Vespers. They must collect overtime monies paid by both the Chapter and the
Cappella, and the points which the singers will accrue. And they must distribute
these [monies and fines from points] among the participants month by month.
In failing to do so, they will lose their due share-[3r} both overtime and points.
At the end of the two months, the next two most senior singers will perform in
the same way the first two had, and so on until the last [singers], following the
rules described below. The score list is to be given to the payer before he pays for
the month. For their labor, [the score keepers] must therefore receive 5% of the
points.

4ro
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(3) Item, che se alcuno de' Cantori havera ricevuto intieramente li denari del
mese, prima che siano consignati li pu(n)ti al pagatore, se, in termine di quattro
giorni del seguente mese non dara 1i suoi punti, caschera in pena di due giulij,
oltre alli punti fatti. 1
[4) {3v} Item, Nelli giorni communi il punto sara sei baiochi la Messa, et sei I1
Vespro; et si punta in due volte, doe: Tre baiochi al primo cantar della Messa, et
altri tre finito l'Evangelio. Al Vestro 2 tre baiochi al cominciare della prima Antiphona facendosi contrapunto, et tre al cominciare del Hymno. Et quando non
si fa contrapunto, II prirno punto si punta al primo cantar della Cappella, et il
secondo al cominciare del Magnificat. Et nelle Feste solemni, et nelle stationi, 3 il
pu(n)to sara un giulio alla Messa, et uno al Vespro, partito come di sopra: come
sara segnato nella Tavola delle feste communi.
[SJ Item, quando sono Messe Episcopali si punta nel medesimo modo che e
detto di sopra. (4r} Nelle feste solenni, et quando antecede a dette Messe Episcopali, o vero, Canonicali Beneditioni, o vero altre cerimonie Eccl(es)iastiche.
I1 primo punto si punta al p(rim)o cantare apartinente alla Cappella. I1 secondo
ponto si punta al cominciare del Kyrie, cioe baiochi cinque per punto: che sono
in tutto baiochi died. 4
[6] Item, tutte le Feste che corrono fra l'anno, che sono guardate per Roma.
Non essendo commune, si punta la Messa baiochi quattro et sirnilmente Il Vespro; et si parte il detto punto come e detto di sopra nelli giorni communi. 5

Also included on this line, in lighter color ink, are two numbers: 6 and 20.
I_t is evident that Vestro represents the scribe's error for the correct Vespro.
3 The word stationi appears twice in W720: here and in section [46]. While I take
this word to mean "stations" (for Stations of the Cross), there may be a second reading,
namely stagioni (seasons) which could fit the text as well. My preference for "stations" is
based on the wording of section [46) where the word "statione" appears together with
"Lent" in the same sentence. Lent is the most appropriate season for the Stations of the
Cross (specific locations in the church that correspond to certain precise moments in the
Passion), with Good Friday being the most important day to celebrate this prayer service.
The alternate reading stagioni stems from the fact that the reference in Vv720 might appear to be a more generic reference to the "Lent season." Linguistically, both readings
are justified, because sonorization of -ti > g occasionally appears in writings of the time,
favored by intervocalic position.
4 Also included on this line, in lighter color ink, is the number 10.
5 Also included on this line, in lighter color ink, is the number 4.
1

2
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[3] Item: if any of the singers should receive all of his monies for the month,
before his scores have been entrusted to the payer, ifhe will not give up his score
within the four days of the following month, he will incur a penalty of2 giuli, to
be added to the points accrued.
[4] (3v} Item: during common days, the score will be of six baiocchi for Mass,
and six for Vespers. Scores are assigned twice, that is to say three baiocchi at the
song beginning Mass, and another three at the end of the Gospel. At Vespers,
three baiocchi at the beginning of the first Antiphon with counterpoint, and three
at the beginning of the Hymn. When there is no counterpoint, the first point is
given at the first song of the Cappella, and the second at the beginning of the
Magnificat. And on solemn feast days, and during the Stations, 1 the points given
will be one giulio for Mass, and one for Vespers, to be distributed as above, as will
be marked on the chart of common feast days.
[5] Item: for Episcopal Masses, scores are kept in the same way as described
above. {4r} During solemn feast days, and when these precede the above-mentioned Episcopal Masses, or, similarly, canonical benedictions, or, similarly, other ecclesiastical ceremonies, the first point is assigned at the first song belonging
to the Cappella. The second point is given at the beginning of the Kyrie; namely,
five baiocchi per point, making a total of ten baiocchi.
[6] Item: on all feast days which occur during the year and are observed in
Rome and which are not common, the score for the Mass is four baiocchi and
likewise for Vespers. This score is distributed as said above for common days.

1

See n. 3 on facing pages.
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[7] Item, Tutti li giorni feriali, non essendo communi, 1 si punta: baiochi tre la
Messa, et tre il Vespro, partito il punto come e detto di sopra nelli giorni communi. 2
[8] [4v) Item, la notte della Nativita di N(ostro) S(igno)re q(ue)lli che partecipano al cominciare del primo Hymno perdeno la distributione di due scudi, et
al cominciare del Te Deum perdono la distributione delli altri due scudi, cioe di
quelli quattro scudi che da 3 I1 capitolo et la Cappella.
[9] Item, chi non participa la sopradetta notte al cominciare del primo Hymno,
si punta in dieci baiocchi; et al principio del Tedeum si punta altri dieci non si
trovando presente. Et sono in tutto baiochi Vinti. 4
[10] Item, Li Tre Matutini della Settimana San(ta) al cominciare della prima
Antiphona si punta cinque baiochi. II secondo punto si pu(n)ta al cominciare
della prima lamentatione in dieci baiochi: che sono in tutto baiochi quindici. 5
[11] [5r) Item, quando S(ua) S(anti)ta Viene in s(an) Pietro, et si ca(n)ta il Motetto, si punta al cominciare del Motetto baiochi Vinti; et chi stara senza cotta si
punta come se non fosse presente. 6
[12] Item, II Venerdl santo si punta il p(rim)o punto al primo cantare che fa la
Cappella: baiochi cinq(ue). I1 secondo punto si punta al cominciare del passio:
cinque altri baiochi. Che sono baiochi dieci. 7
[13] Item, 11 Sabbato S(an)to I1 primo punto si punta al primo cantare della cappella: baiochi cinque. II secondo punto si punta al cominciare del p(rim)o Kyrie:
cinque altri baiochi. Che sono in tutto baiochi dieci. 8
[14] Item, Nel tempo delle Vacantie si punta un giulio la Messa chi non si trova
al cominciare dell'lntroito. Et similm(en)te un Giulio si punta I1 Vespro chi non
si trova al cominciare del {Sv) Hymno. Et li sopradetti giulij non si partono altrimente in due punti, per esser cosa importante il trovarsi in coro nel cominciare
della Messa, et del Vespro. 9
1
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[7] Item: on all weekdays which are not common days, assigned scores are:
three baiocchi for Mass and three for Vespers. The score is distributed as described
above for common days.
[8] {4v} Item: the night of our Lord's Nativity, those who participate at the beginning of the first Hymn lose the distribution of two scudi, and at the beginning
of the Te Deum lose the distribution of another two scudi, that is of those four
scudi which are given by the Chapter and the Cappella.
[9] Item: whoever does not participate in the beginning of the first Hymn during the above-mentioned night is fined ten baiocchi, and at the beginning of the
Tc Deum is fined another ten, when still not present, making a tota l of twenty
baiocchi.
[10] Item: for three Matins during Holy Week, at the beginning of the first Antiphon one scores five baiocchi. The next score is set at the beginning of the first
lamentation, in the amount of ten baiocchi, making a total of fifteen baiocchi.
[11] (5r} Item: when His Holiness comes to San Pietro, and the Motet is sung,
points [corresponding to] twenty baiocchi are assigned at the beginning of the
Motet, and those not wearing the surplice are fined as though not present.
[12] Item: on Good Friday, the first point will be assigned during the first song
that the Cappella is to sing: [amounting to] five baiocchi. The second score will be
given at the beginning of the Passion: another five baiocchi, which are [a total of]
ten baiocchi.
[13] Item: on Holy Saturday, the first point is assigned at the first song of the
Cappella: five baiocchi. The second point is given at the beginning of the first
Kyrie-another five baiocchi. These add up to ten baiocchi.
[14] Item: during the holiday period, for Mass, a fine of one giulio will be assessed to those who are not there by the beginning of the Introit. And similarly,
one giulio will be assessed for Vespers to those who are not present by the beginning of the (5v} Hymn. And the aforementioned giuli will not be otherwise
divided in two different points, for it is important to be ready in the choir at the
beginning of Mass, and at Vespers.
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[15] Item, che tutte le volte che alcuno de' Cantori lasciara San Pietro, essendo
commune per andare a cantare in altre Chiese, o con q(u)al si voglia compagnia
de' Cantori, salvo che con quella di San Pietro, non havendo havuta licenza dal
S(igno)re M(aest)ro di Cappella sara puntato per ciasch'una volta: giulij cinque. 1
[16] Item, che li Putti siano puntati secondo la provisione che hanno.
[17] Item, Qyando si cantano Misse fuori di San Pietro, chi partecipa perde la
distributione al cominciare del Kyrie, et finito lo Evangelio perde cinq(uc) baiochi oltre [al]la distributione. 2
[18] {6r} Item, chi non partecipa si punta dieci baiochi: cioe cinque nel cominciare del p(rimo) Kyrie, et altri cinque finito l'Evangelio. Et sono in tutto baiochi
dieci. 3
[19] Item, Tutti le volte che si comincia la Messa et non sia finito di sonare,
non si debba pu(n)tare. Et se alcuno, venendo tardo, si volesse escusare con dire
che non sia finito di sonare, et che sia trovato in fraude, si punte un giulio per
ciasch'una volta. 4
[20] Item, Qyando se intima la Congregatione che ogn'uno si debba ritrovare
sotto pena di un giulio. 5
[21] Item, Chi non fa la sua settimana secondo la Tavola et ordine delli Cantori
in intonare Messe et antiphone, secondo il bisogno appartinente alla Cappella, et
chi ma(n)cara {6v} di quest'ordine cascara in pena di due baiochi per ciasch'una
volta: cioe li giorni feriali, et le Feste quattro, et le solenni otto.
[22] Item, che tutti li Cantori nelli giorni co(m)muni et quando si canta Messa Vespro, Processioni, Te Deum, o vero Motetti in san Pietro fuori del nostro
Coro, debbano portare la veste sotto la cotta. Et chi mancara di questo ordine, si
puntera un giulio per ciasch'una uolta. 6
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[23] Item, Tutte le Processioni che si fanno fuori d(e)lla Scala di san Pietro, dove
intervengano li S(igno)ri Canonid, a chi non partecipa al cominciare del primo
Hymno, o vero Motetto, si punta died baiochi. Et cantato i1 p(rim)o Hymno, o
vero Motetto si punta altri died baiochi: che sono in tutto vinti baiochi. 1
[24] Item, chi partecipa cantando I1 p(rim)o Himno, o vero {7r} Motetto, perde
tutta la destributione; et non vi essendo estraord(ina)rio, perdono i participanti secondo il Capitola delli non participanti: doe baiochi vinti, partiti come di sopra. 2
[25] Item, La Processione delle Palme a chi non si trova presente, si punta in tutto baiochi 3 dieci.
[26] Item, Le processioni che si fanno dentro le scale di S. Pietro si punta due
baiochi per ciasch'una volta. 4
[27] Item, Li due p(un)ti 5 che hanno a S. Biasio il di dell'ottava del Santiss(im)o
Sacramento: l'uno delli due scudi si mette per la Messa, et l'altro per la processione. Pu(n)tati nel medesimo modo che si puntano l'altre Messe et processioni fuor
delle Scale di S(an) Pietro.
[28] {7v} Item, che morendo alcuno de' Cantori siano li altri obligati a accompagnare il Morto alla sepoltura. Et chi mancara sia puntato in un giulio. 6
[29] Item, che si habbia a cantare una Messa de' morti in termini d'otto giorni a
dasch'uno de' Cantori che morirano; et che alla predetta Messa s'habbiano a ritrovare tutti, alla pena d'un giulio, puntato nel medesimo modo che si puntano gli
comuni. Et che si habbia a dimandare licenza al sig(no)r Can(oni)co M(aest)ro di
Capp(ella) di poter lasciare l'officio di S(an) Pietro per fare queste due opere pie.
[30] Item, che la spesa che si fara per la sopradetta Messa de' Morti, non la potendo havere in dono dal Sig(no)r Can(oni)co Ma[e]stro di Cappella, l'habbiano
a pagare tra Cantori ogn'uno la sua parte.
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[23] Item: all the processions which are held outside of the steps of San Pietro,
and in which the Signori Canons participate. Whoever does not participate from
the beginning of the first Hymn or Motet will be fined ten baiocchi. And once
the first Hymn or Motet has been sung, one is fined another ten baiocchi, which
makes a total of twenty baiocchi.
[24] Item: those who participate by singing the first Hymn or {7r} Motet miss the
entire distribution; and since there is no overtime compensation, the participating singers lose according to the rules of those who are not present, that is twenty
baiocchi, divided as above.
[2-s] Item: those who are not present for the procession on Palm Sunday are assessed a total of ten baiocchi.
[26] Item: the processions which are held within the steps of San Pietro are worth
two baiocchi each time.
[27] Item: the two points which [the singers] have on Saint Blaise, on the day of
the Octave of the Most Holy Sacrament. One of the two scudi is given for Mass,
and the other for the procession, assessed in the same way in which the other
Masses and processions beyond the steps of San Pietro are scored.
[28] {7v} Item: when one of the singers dies, the others are obliged to accompany
the dead one to the place of burial, and he who is absent will be penalized one
giulio.

[29] Item: a Mass for the Dead must be sung within eight days of the death of
each deceased singer, and that all must be present at the above-mentioned Mass,
under the penalty of one giulio, scored in the same way one scores for common
matters. And one must request permission from the Signor Canonico Maestro di
Cappella to be able to leave the function of San Pietro in order to attend to these
two pious acts.
[30] Item: the expenses incurred for the above-mentioned Mass for the Dead, if
they are not rec~ived as a gift from the Signor Canonico Maestro di Cappella,
they must be paid for by the singers, each one his share.
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[31] Item, che gli puntatori debbano avertire {8r) chi fusse ammalato, o vero havesse licenza di stare assente per sei giorni, partedpa delli punti di detti sei giorni. Et se passa questo termine non partecipa, ne delli sei p(redet)ti giorni, ne di
quanti stara assente. Et se per Vinti giorni stara assente, non potra participare per
il mese intiero, ancora che serva il restante delli died giorni: et questi p(redet)ti
died giorni si punta ancora che non partecipa.
[32] Item, Chi e fuor di Roma se in termine de Vinti giorni continui non tornera, non possa participare dell'Introiti che pagano li Cantori, Per quel tempo che
sta fuora, ancora che habbia licenza dal sig(nor) Canonico Mastro di Cappella di
stare fuori.
[33] Item, Chi non si mette la Cotta et la porta alli tempi debiti si debba puntare
come assente; et non sia accettata alcuna scusa eccetto (8v} quando si da a lavare. Et tutte le volte che alcuno se la levara alla Messa inanti la benedittione, et al
Vespro ina(n)nti al Deo gra(tia)s, sara puntato come assente.
[34] Item, Chi non ha pagato l'Introito non possa participare di niuno
estraord(ina)rio che hanno li cantori, Dentro et fuori di S(an) Pietro, dove intervengano li S(igno)ri Canonici.
[35] Item, Chi andasse fuori di Roma con licenza, o vero fusse ammalato, sia
obligato farlo sapere alla Compagnia. Et chi manchera di questo sara puntato di
continuo come assente, insino a tanto che sia intimata la sua assentia.
[36] Item, Cheli Puntatori debbano avertire li cantori di stare in piede alli tempi debiti. Et se ciarlano, l'amoniscano per una volta (9r} et poi li puntino in due
baiochi per dasch'una volta. 1
[37) Item, S'alcuno delli Cantori si partesse dal servitio della Cappella, o vero
per qualche disordine fosse mandato via, se in termine di sei mesi non piglia partito, et poi tornando al servitio di S(an) Pietro possa ritornare nel medesimo loco
et ordine che stava prima. Ma passando li sei mesi che non torni al d(et)to servitio, debba tornare come ultimo nella lista de' Cantori. Et se fusse alcuno de' participanti, passando il predetto tempo o termine, non possa partic;ipare se di nuovo
non paga l'intrata. Et se dentro il sop(raddet)to termine piglia partito in qual si
voglia loco, subito pigliato perde ogni sua ragione che pretendesse havere con la
Compagnia delli Cantori. Della p(redet)ta Cappella come se fossero passati li sei
Mesi.
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[31] Item: the score keepers must forewarn (8r} that anyone who is ill, or who has
permission to be absent for six days, [he] will take part in the score for those six
days. If he goes beyond this time, he will not participate in either the six previous days, nor in those when he will be absent. And if he will be absent for twenty
days, he will not be able to participate for the entire month even though he may
serve for the remaining ten days. And for these above-mentioned ten days, he
will be assessed [points] as though he has not participated.
[32] Item: he who leaves Rome and does not return within twenty consecutive
days may not have his share [of the funds] which pays the singers for the period
he is out of town, even though he may have perm ission from the Sjgnor Canonico Maestro di Cappella to be absent.
[33] Item: he who does not wear the surplice at the proper moments will be fined
as though absent. No excuse shall be accepted, except (8v} for when one gives it
to be washed. For each time that one will take it off during Mass before the benediction, and during Vespers before the Deo Gratias, he will be fined as though
absent.
[34] Item: whoever has not completed the Introit may not share in any of the
overtime that the singers do within and outside San Pietro, wherever the Signori
Canons are present.
[35] Item: he who leaves Rome with permission, or is ill, is obliged to make it
known to the Company. And whoever fails to do so shall be continuously fined
as though absent until the moment in which his absence is announced.
[36] Item: the score keepers must remind the singers to stand at the proper moments, and to warn them once if they chat, (9r} and subsequently fine them two
baiocchi for each occurrence.
[37] Item: should any of the singers leave the services of the Cappella, or else if
he should be sent away for disorderly conduct, if within six months he does not
find employment and [wishes to] return to the service of San Pietro, then he may
return to his same position, and order which he occupied previously. However,
should he not return to such service within six months, he must return to the
bottom of the list of singers, and should he wish to participate after such time or
deadline, he may not do so until he has paid the entry fee again. If, within the
above-mentioned time frame, he should gain employment in any other place, as
soon as this happens, he will lose any right that he might claim to have with the
Company of the Cantori of the above-mentioned Cappella, as though the six
months had gone by.
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[38] {9v} Item, Tutte le volte che si altera l'hora del sonare 11 Vespro, et che non
sia intimata alli Can tori, et che per questo disordine non possano venire a tempo,
non si possa puntare.
[39] Item, Che niuno de' Cantori possa servire d(e)l suo giorno della settimana a
qual si voglia altro Cantore, se non a quelli della parte sua: cioe Basso per basso,
Tenore per Tenore, Contralto per Contralto, et soprano per soprano.
[40] Item, Se alcuno de' Cantori, essendo stato male et poi, rihavuta la sanita,
andara per Roma et non andara al servitio di San Pietro, dal giorno che sara visto
andare per Roma sia puntato come se non fosse stato male. Et volendo andare a
spas so, debbia prima andare a consegnarsi alla compagnia, eccetto se havesse havuto licenza dal sig(no)re Canonico Mastro di Cappella.
[41] {lOr} Item, che se alcuno de Cantori Venesse tardo, et poiche vedendosi esser puntato si partisse, si debba puntare il doppio.
[42] Item, Che gli Puntatori siano tenuti mostrare li punti alli Compagni che li
vorrano vedere, sotto pena di tre baiochi per volta. Et se saranno trovati in fraude
s.iano pontati. 1
[43] Item, Se lo Vltimo in ordine nella cappella non apparecchia li libri che
fanno bisogno per cantare, ciasch'una volta che mancara sara puntato in baiochi
Vinti per ciasch'una volta. Et quando e il suo giorno Vacante, o vero fusse ammalato, o fusse fuori di Roma con licenza, 11 penul(tim)o in ord(in)e si punta nel
med(esim)o m(od)o sop(raddet)to. 2
[44] Item, Niuno de' Cantori possa do{lOv}mandare licenza al Sig(nor) Can(oni)co
M(aest)ro di Cappella per andare fuori di Roma, o in qual si voglia altro luoco quando alcuno della sua parte fossi fuori con licenza, o vero fusse a(m)malato, et chi manchera del sop(raddet)to ordine sara puntato in uno scudo di pena alla Compagnia. 3
[45] Item, Cheli quattro Cantori che offitiano 11 Coro, Non possano haver Vancantie eccetto che il suo giorno della settimana. Et, volendo pigliare altri giorni
senza licenza del sig(nor) Can(oni)co Mastro di Cappella, siano puntati dal Pontatore di Benefitiati cinque baiochi per ciaschedun giorno. Et le Feste siano puntati en uno carlino. Et quando si offitia in Coro, et che si cantano Antiphone, o
Responsorij debbano andare in mezzo del coro dove sta il libro di Canto fermo
(11r} et chi manchera del sopradetto ordine sara puntato come assente.
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[38] [9v} Item: every time that there is a change in the beginning hour of Vespers, and should this not be communicated to the singers, and, because of such
misunderstanding they will not arrive on time, hence they will not be fined.
[39] Item: that none of the singers may exchange his day off with any other singer, except with those of their same voice range, i.e. basses with basses, tenors with
tenors, contraltos with contraltos, and sopranos with sopranos.
[40] Item: if any of the singers, having first been sick and later feeling well again,
shall go around Rome but shall not render his services in San Pietro, as of the day
he was seen about Rome he will be fined as though he had not been sick. Should
he desire to go for a walk, he must first report to the Company, unless he had received permission from the Signor Canonico Maestro di Cappella.
[41] [lOr} Item: if any singer should arrive late and-noticing that he is being
fined- should leave, he must be fined twice the amount.
[42] Item: that the score keepers are obliged to show the scores [accumulated] to
their fellow singers upon request, under the penalty [ofbeing fined] three baiocchi
each time, and if they are found cheating, they will be fined.
[43] Item: if the last singer, according to the ranked order of the Cappella neglects to prepare the books which are needed to sing, each time he overlooks this,
he will be fined twenty baiocchi for each time. And when it is his day off, or else
should he be ill, or should he be away from Rome with permission, the secondto-last in the ranked order [of the Cappella will be responsible], and fines will be
allocated as above.
[44] Item: none of the singers may [10v) ask Signor Canonico Maestro di Cappella for permission to leave Rome or to travel anywhere else when another singer
of his same voice range is away with permission or is ill. Whoever disobeys this
order will be fined one scudo as punishment by the Compagnia.
[45] Item: that the four singers who officiate at the choir may not take holidays
except on one established day a week; should they wish to obtain more days without permission of the Signor Canonico Maestro di Cappella, they shall be fined
by the score keeper of the beneficiaries: five baiocchi for each day, while feast days
will be scored at one carlino. And while officiating at the choir, singing Antiphons or Responsories, they must go into the middle of the choir, where the book
of chant is located. [llr) And he who fails to obey the above-described order will
be fined as though absent.
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[46] Li giorni Communi, et Feste Mobili di Tutto l'Anno: In primis, Tutte le
Domeniche, per tutto 11 giorno. Item, Tutti 1i giorni di statione a San Pietro nella
quaresima. Item, Il primo giorno di quaresima commune, la mattina. Item, Tutte
le esequie comune, la {llv} mattina per tutto l'anno. Il Mercordl, il Giovedl, 11 Vcnerdi et sabbato della settimana santa si pagano scudi due per le lamentationi.
[47] Gennaro. 1 I1 primo giorno della Circuncissione, per Tutto. La Vigilia della
Epiphania, Il Vespro. Il Giorno della Epiphania, per Tutto. La Cathedra di San
Pietro in Roma, per tutto.
[48] {12r} Febraro. 2 Il giorno della purificatione, la mattina. Il giorno di S. Biasio, si paga due scudi la mattina. La Cathedra di san Pietro, La Mattina. L'esequie de PaPa Giulio paga la cappella Due scudi la mattina. I1 giorno di San Mattia Apostolo, La mattina.
[49] Marzo. 3 L'esequie di Nicola PaPa terzo 4 {12v} la mattina. I1 Giorno di San
Gregorio la Matt(in)a. I1 Giorno dell'Annuntiatione della Madonna per tutto.
[50] Aprile. 5 Il Giorno di San Marco per la processione paga Il Capitolo Dui
scudi, et altri Due la Cappella.
[51] Maggio. 6 11 Giorno di San Philippa et Giacomo, la mattina. (13r} La Messa
al Volto Santo si pagano due scudi, I1 giorno di santa Petronilla, la mattina.
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[46] Common days and moveable feast days for the entire year. First, all Sundays, the whole day long. Item: all of the days during Stations at San Pietro during Lent. Item: the morning of the first common day of Lent. Item: all common
funerals the {llv} morning for the whole year. On Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
and Saturday of Holy Week, two scudi are paid for Lamentations.
[47] January. 1 The first day of Circumcision, for the whole [day]. The Eve of
Epiphany, for Vespers. The day of Epiphany, for the whole [day]. St. Peter's
Chair, throughout Rome for the whole [day].
[48] {12r} February. 2 On the day of Purification, in the morning. On the day of
St. Blaise, two scudi are paid in the morning. St. Peter's Chair, in the morning.
The exequies for Pope Julius, the Cappella pays two scudi, in the morning. The
day of St. Matthias the Apostle, in the morning.
[49] March. 3 The exequies for Pope Nicholas III, (12v} in the morning. The day
of St. Gregory, in the morning. The day of the Holy Virgin's Annunciation, for
the whole [day].

[SO] April. 4 On St. Mark's day, for the procession, the Chapter pays two scudi,
and another two scudi are paid by the Cappella.
[51] May. 5 The day of St. Philip and James, in the morning. (13r} Two scudi are
paid for the Mass in honor of the Holy Face, and on the day of St. Petronilla, in
the morning.

These festivities were held on the following days: The Circumcision of Our Lord
and Octave of the Nativity (Jan. 1); the Eve of Epiphany and the day of Epiphany (Jan. 5
and 6, respectively); St. Peter's Chair at Rome (Jan. 18).
2 These festivities were held on the following days: Day of Purification of Mary (forty days after Christmas, Feb. 2); Saint Blaise (Feb. 3); St. Peter's Chair at Antioch (Feb.
22); the funeral for Pope Julius II (the pope who created the Cappella Giulia in 1513,
Feb. 21); St. Matthias the Apostle (the current feast is on May 14. This feast used to be
celebrated on February 24).
3 These festivities were held on the following days: the funeral for Pope Nicholas V
(seen. 4 on facing page); St. Gregory (March 12); the Annunciation (March 25).
4 The feast day of St. Mark was held on April 25.
5 These festivities were held on the following days: St. Philip and James (May 3); I
was not able to find a date of celebration corresponding to the festivity of the Holy Face.
Perhaps the Mass in front of the Holy Face might refer to a special Mass sung for the
Holy Face (i.e., the Veronica which is housed in St. Peter's-now in the area around the
high altar) on the day of Saint Petronilla (May 31).
1
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[52] Giugno. 1 11 giorno di santo Antonio di Padoa, la mattina. 11 giorno di san
Gioan Battista alli Spinelli et si paga uno scudo, per tutto. La Vigilia delli Apostoli Pietro et paolo, per tutto. {13v} 11 Giorno di san Pietro et Paolo, per il matutino, si paga scudi due. La Terza Domenica si mostra la Testa di Santo Andrea
Apostolo.
[53] Luglio. 2 I1 di dell'ottava delli Apostoli, la mattina. I1 di di San Giacomo,
paga la cappella uno scudo. 11 giorno di santa Anna la Matt(in)a.
[54] Agosto. 3 [14r} 11 Giorno di san Pietro in Vincula, per tutto. La Vigilia
dell'asson~ione, 11 Vespro. 11 giorno dell'assontione, per tutto. I(l) giorno di S(an)
Batholomeo Apostolo, per tutto.
[55] Settembre. 4 La Nativita della Madonna, per tutto. Il giorno di San Mattheo Apostolo, per tutto. [14v) Il giorno di San Michele Arcangelo, per tutto, et
paga la cappella Vno scudo.
[56] Ottobre. 5 Il giorno di San Francesco, per tutto. Il giorno di San Luca, per
tutto. La Vigilia di San Simone et Juda, 11 6 Vespro. I1 giorno di San Simone et
Juda, per tutto. La Vigilia de Tutti Santi, 11 Vespro.
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[52] June. 1 On the day of St. Anthony of Padua, in the morning. The day of St.
John the Baptist at the Spinelli, and one scudo is paid, for the whole [day]. The
Eve of St. Peter and Paul Apostles, for the whole [day]. {13v} On the day of St.
Peter and Paul, two scudi are paid for Matins. On the third Sunday the head of
St. Andrew the Apostle is displayed.
[53] July. 2 The day of the Octave of the Apostles, in the morning. On St. James'
day, the Cappella pays one scudo. On St. Ann's day, in the morning.
[54] August. 3 {14r} On the day of St. Peter in Chains, for the whole [day]. On
the Eve of the Assumption, for Vespers. Assumption day, for the whole [day]. On
the day orSt. Bartholomew the Apostle, for foe whole [clay].

[55] September. 4 The Nativity of the Virgin Mary, for the whole [day]. The day
of St. Matthew the Apostle, for the whole [day]. {14v} On the day of St. Michael
the Archangel, for the whole [day], and the Cappella pays one scudo.
[56] October. 5 On St. Francis' day, for the whole [day]. On the day of St. Luke,
for the whole [day]. On the Eve of St. Simon and Jude, for Vespers. On the day of
St. Simon and Jude, for the whole [day]. On the Eve of All Saints, for Vespers.

1 These festivities were celebrated on the following days: Saint Anthony of Padua
(June 13); St. John the Baptist (to be celebrated in Rome on June 24, in the Church of
the Spinelli which was destroyed in 1849); the eve and the day of Ss. Peter and Paul the
Apostles (June 28 and 29, respectively).
2 These festivities were celebrated on the following days: the Octave of the Apostles
(July 6, the eighth and final day of celebration for the feast ofSs. Peter and Paul Apostles
on June 29); St. James (July 25); St. Ann (July 26).
3 These festivities were celebrated on the following days: St. Peter in Chains (San
Pietro in Vincoli, Aug. 1; the feast lasted for 8 days); the eve and the day of the Assumption (August 14 and 15, respectively); St. Bartholomew (Aug. 24).
4 These festivities were celebrated on the following days: Nativity of the Virgin
Mary (Sept. 8); St. Matthew (Sept. 21); St. Michael Archangel (Sept. 29).
5 These festivities were celebrated on the following days: St. Francis of Assisi (Oct.
4); St. Luke (Oct. 18); the eve and day of Ss. Simon and Jude (Oct. 28); the Eve of All
Saints' (Oct. 31).
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[57] {15r} Novembre. 1 Il giorno de tutti Santi, per tutto. 11 giorno delli Morti, la
Mattina. I1 giorno di S(an)to Maguto, la Mattina, paga la Cap(pel)la i. 2 La Vigilia della Dedicatione della Chiesa, I1 Vespro. Il giorno della Dedicatione, per
tutto. I1 giorno di Santa Chaterina, per la mattina paga il Capitola Scudo Vno. Il
giorno di Santo Andrea Apostolo, per tutto.
[58] {15v} Decembre. 3 Il giorno della concettione, per tutto. Il giorno di San
Thomasso paga il capitolo uno scudo, et uno ne paga la Cappella. La Vigilia di
Natale, con due di seguenti, paga 11 Capitola dui scudi, et altri due ne paga la
Capp(el)la.
[59] La Vigilia della Circuncisione, Il Vespro. Il di di Pasqua, Il motetto la Mattina, per tutto. Il secondo di di Pasqua, Il motet[l6r}to, per tutto. Il Terzo di di
Pasqua, per tutto. Il giorno dell'Ascensione si mostra la Coltra, per tutto. La Vigilia della Pentecoste, per tutto. Il giorno della Pentecoste il Motetto, la Mattina,
per tutto. Il Secondo giorno della Pentecoste, per tutto. Il terzo di della Pentecoste, per tutto. La Vigilia del corpo di Christo, Il Vespro. {16v) Il giorno del Corpo
di Christo, per tutto. L'ottava del corpo di Christo, la mattina a San Biasio; et il
Vespro a San Pietro per causa della processione, et si pagano due scudi: Vno dal
Capitola, et l'altro dalla Cappella.
[60] Item, che ogn'anno si debba cantare una Messa di morti per li cantori defunti dentro l'ottava de ogni Santi, et chi non vi si troved., si punti un giulio, partito nel med(esim)o modo delli com(rn)uni. 4
[61] Io, Paulo Ghisellj, Canonico et rnastro di Capella. 5
[62] (17r} 6 Capitoli aggiu(n)ti alle antiche constit(uzio)ne di Cantori de La Cappella di sa(n) Pietro.

1 The black-ink capital letter N has been scraped off and replaced with a larger,
gilded N.
2 This sentence has been compressed between the previous and the following sentences. It has been added by the same hand who writes the rest of the manuscript, in a
finer pen and in darker ink.
3 The black-ink capital letter D has been scraped off and replaced with a larger,
gilded D.
4 Also included on this line, in lighter color ink, is the number 10.
5 Signature of Paolo Ghiselli.
6 From this point on in the MS, the ink is of a lighter color, apparently the same
color of the numbers written in the right-hand margin of the MS, as indicated so far in
these fo otnotes. The writing, clear and regular, seems to be by a different hand.
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[57] {15r} November. 1 On All Saints' Day, for the whole [day]. On the Day of
the Dead, in the morning. On the day of St. Maguto, in the morning, for which
the Cappella pays one. On the Eve of the Church's Dedication, for Vespers. On
the day of Dedication, for the whole [day). On the day of St. Catherine, in the
morning, for which the chapter pays one scudo. On the day of St. Andrew the
Apostle, for the whole [day).
[58] {15v} December. 2 On the day of the [Immaculate] Conception, for the
whole [day]. On the day of St. Thomas, the chapter pays one scudo, and another
one is paid by the Cappella. On Christmas Eve and on the two following days
the hapter pays two swdi, another rwo are paid by the C~gpella.
[59] On the Eve of the Circumcision, for Vespers. On Easter day, the Motet in
the morning, for the whole [day]. The second day of Easter, the Motet (16r}, for
the whole [day]. On the third day of Easter, for the whole [day]. On Ascension
day, the pall is [to be] exposed for the whole [day]. 3 On the day before Pentecost,
for the whole [day). On the day of Pentecost, the Motet in the morning, for the
whole [day]. On the second day of Pentecost, for the whole [day). On the third
day of Pentecost, for the whole [day]. On the Eve of Corpus Christi, for Vespers.
(16v} On the day of Corpus Christi, for the whole [day]. The Octave of Corpus
Christi, the morning of St. Blaise and Vespers in San Pietro, because of the procession. And two scudi are paid, one by the chapter, and the other one by the
Cappella.
[60] Item: each year, within the Octave of All Saints, a Mass for the Dead must
be sung for those singers who have passed away. And those who will not be present will be fined one giu/io, divided in the same ways as the common days.
[61] I, Paolo Ghiselli, Canon and Maestro di Cappella. 4
[62] {17r} Chapters Added to the Old Constitutions of the Singers of the Cappella of San Pietro.

1 These festivities were celebrated on the following days: All Saints' Day (Nov. 1);
the Day of the Dead (Nov. 2); St. Maguto (St. Malo/Maclovius or Machutus, Nov. 15);
the eve and day of the feast of the dedication of the Churches of Peter and Paul (Nov. 17
and 18, respectively); St. Catherine (Nov. 25); St. Andrew Apostle (Nov. 30).
2 These festivities were celebrated on the following days: the Immaculate Conception (Dec. 8); St. Thomas (Dec. 21); Christmas Eve (Dec. 24).
3 Ascension Day was celebrated on the 111Ursday of the sixth week after Easter.
4 See n. 5 on facing page.
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[63] In prima, si ordina da osservarsi inviolabilm(en)te che ciascuno di essi Ca(n)tori
debba esser prese(n)te al primo verso dell'Hinno di Matutino, sotto pena di tre
baiocchi. Et parimente se non sara in Choro al terzo notturno quando si fara l'ufficio doppio: cioe di nove lettioni. Overo se si fara di Feria, o di Santo semplice,
al sesto salmo, cadera in pena di dua baiocchi.
[64] Et piu, chi di essi Ca(n)tori non si trovera presente almeno alla Gloria del
primo Salmo, di Prima, Terza, Sesta et Nona, per ciascuna di esse hore sara pontato in un baiocco.
[65] Et piu, chi no(n) sara p(rese)nte al primo Kirie della Messa de' Morti cadera
in pena di due baiocchi.
[66] Et piu, chi no(n) si trovera p(rese)nte alla replica dell'introito della messa
gra(n)de perdera due baiocchi.
[67] Et piu, chi non si trovera p(rese)nte alla gloria del primo salmo del Vespro
cadera in pena di tre baiocchi.
[68] Et piu, chi no(n) si trovera prese(n)te alla gloria del primo Salmo della
Compieta sara punito in un baiocco.
[69] Et piu, chi non si trovera p(rese)nte al Notturno dell'ufficio dei Morti quando si havera da dire, perdera un baiocco.
[70] {17v} Et perche dove si tratta del Colto Divino e conveniente non solo stare
nel Choro con atte(n)tione et riverenza, ma ancora prestare il debito silentio. Pero
si ordina che nessuno di essi Cantori presuma ne ardisca far tomulto o romore,
ne ragionare fra essi, ne con altri, sotto pena di un baiocco. Et se perseverera nel
ragionare, debba il loro Pontatore radoppiare il ponto per ogni volta che quel Tale
sara. ammonito. Et se a[l]l'ulti.mo vorra persistere nella sua pertinacia, sara po(n)tato
per tutta la giornata.
[71] Et piu, si ordina che il loro Maestro di Cappella debba ogni settimana eleggere dui Cantori: o Soprani, o Contralti per ordine in giro. Che senza replica si
essibisca(no) 1 pronti con il libro delle Preci o Litanie ordinate da sua santita. Et
l'habbino con Chareta, et Relligione a cantare in Choro, o in Chiesa, et dove sara
bisogno. (18r} Et che gl'altri cantori rispondino unitamente come e debito, altrimente siano pontati in cinq(ue) baiocchi per ciascuno.

1
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[63] In the first place, it is ordered and must be duly observed that each of the
singers must be present at the first verse of the morning Hymn, under the penalty of three baiocchi. And likewise if the singer will not be present in the choir
during the third nocturn, when a double office is performed, that is nine lessons;
or when the office is held during a feast day, or during a simple holy day, [if not
present] at the sixth Psalm, the singer will be penalized two baiocchi.
[64] In addition, whoever among the singers will not be present at least for the
Gloria of the first Psalm at the first, third, sixth, and ninth [hours], for each of
these hours, he will be penalized one baiocco.

t65] In addition, whoever will not be present during the first Kyr.ie of the Mass
for the Dead, he will be fined two baiocchi.
[66] In addition, whoever will not be present at the reprise of the Introit of the
main Mass, he will lose two baiocchi.
[67] In addition, whoever will not be present at the Gloria of the first Psalm of
Vespers, he will be penalized three baiocchi.
[68] In addition, whoever will not be present during the Gloria of the first Psalm
of Compline will be punished in [the amount of] one baiocco.
[69] In addition, whoever will not be present at the nocturn of the office for the
dead, when words are uttered, he will lose one baiocco.
[70] [17v} And for that which concerns the Holy Service, it is proper not only to
be present in the choir with attention and reverence, but also to remain in due
silence. Therefore, it is ordered that none of the singers presume nor dare to cause
turmoil, nor to make noise, nor to speak among themselves, nor with others, under the penalty of one baiocco. And should he persist in talking, the score keeper
must double the points for each time that such individual will be warned. And
if, in the end, he will want to persist in his stubbornness, he will be penalized for
the whole day.
[71] In addition, it is ordered that every week their Maestro di Cappella will
choose two singers, either a Soprano, or a Contralto, alternatively, who, without
rehearsing, will be ready to perform [from] the book of the Prayers, or the Litanies ordered by His Holiness. They will sing with charity and piousness, either
together with the Choir or in the church, and wherever there might be the need.
[18r} And that the other singers must respond in unison as is necessary, or else
they be fined five baiocchi each.
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[72] Et perche si vede che vi sono alcuni di essi cantori che trascuratame(n)te
van(n)o fuggendo la schuola di non volere talvolta cantare, ne rispondere alle
cose che son tenuti, ascondendosi talhor dietro al Lettorino, o dove torna loro
comodo, per provvedere a tale inco(n)veniente, si ordina che i1 loro Maestro di
Cappella, o Po(n)tatore ci tenga l'occhio adosso; et gli essorti ad astenersi da tal
trascuragine, sotto pena arbitraria. Advertendo che se 1 il detto Pontatore dad.
occasione da 2 dolersi di lui, cioe che egli no(n) ponti rigorosame(n)te tutte le cose
sopradette et quelle che siegueno, cadera in pena di mezzo scudo ogni volta che
per sua negligenza sa cadera ne' disordini sopradetti.
[73] {18v} Et piu, si ordina che nessun Cantore, ta(n)to Prete qua(n)to Laico,
presuma entrare non solo in Choro, ma neanche in Chiesa senza l'habito clericale, cioe: veste lunga, Cotta, beretta et colari lisci, conforme a tutto il clero. Et che
finiti gl'ufficij Divini ritornino a spogliarsi nelle loro stanze ove si sono vestiti,
sotto pena di perdere tutta la giornata ogni volta che co(n)traverran(n)o.
[74] Et piu si statuisce che ciascuno di essi Cantori sieda al luogo suo per ordine, cominciando dal primo Prete, di mano in mano per grado. Et stiano dinanzi
al Lettorino, et non dietro, accio possino vedere quel che hanno a cantare senza
impedimenta. Et faccino i1 loro debito sempre con riverenza, charita et religio(n)e.
[75] Et piu, che nessuno di essi Cantori presuma partirsi di Choro mentre durano gl'ufficij Divini senza espressa licenza (19r} del Maestro di Cappella, et in
sua asse(n)za del Pontatore, i quali no(n) siano pero facili a concederglela, eccetto
se non fusse qualche urgente necessita. Accio non si dia campo et addito che il
Choro resti solo, overo con poco numero, che sarebbe scandalo di no(n) poca importanza. Et poi che i Cantori ha(n)no a portare sopra le loro spalle questa soma
spirituale di tutto il Choro, si sforzino a esser presenti piu che possono, 'sendo
honore loro, et gloria del signor, sotto pena arbitaria.
[76] Et piu, che ogni volta che si verra al gloria P(at)ri di tutti li Salmi, essi Cantori si levino in piedi con la beretta in mano, 'sendo cosa di molta importanza.
Accio che i1 Popolo p(rese)nte, sotto questo essempio, stia desto et vigila(n)te 3 ad
un atto si notabile, sotto pena di un baiocco. 4

1 The word se is inserted as a superscript, and clearly marked as such ("), between
che and ii.
2 MS da written over di.
3 MS stia desto et vigila(n)te written over stiano desti et vigila(n)ti.
4 sotto pena di rm baiocco in lighter color ink.
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[72] And since one observes that some of these singers carelessly cut school, for
they do not want to sing at times, nor be responsible for their duties, hiding at
times behind the music stand, or wherever else they may find it convenient, in
order to take care of such unbecomingness, it is ordered that their Maestro di
Cappella or the score keeper keep an eye on them, and exhort them to abstain
from such negligence, under an arbitrary penalty. It is warned that if the abovementioned scorekeeper should himself become the object of complaints, that is,
ifhe will not penalize rigorously for all the above-mentioned infractions and for
those here to follow, he himself will be penalized one-half of a scudo each time
that for his negligence [the singers] will fall in the aforementioned disorderly
conduct.
[73] {18v} In addition, it is ordered that no singer, neither priest nor layman, dare
to enter either the choir or the church without the clerical habit, that is the long
robe, the surplice, the cap, and the smooth collars, which are the same for all the
clergy. At the conclusion of the Holy Services the singers must return to undress
in their same quarters where they had dressed, under the penalty of losing the
whole day's [wage] every time they transgress.
[74] In addition, it is established that each of such singers will sit at his assigned
seat, in the [correct] order, beginning with the first priest and so on by rank. And
they [must] remain in front of the music stand, not behind it, so as to be able to
view that which they need to sing without obstructions. They also must render
their duty always with reverence, charity, and solemnity.
[75] In addition, no singer dare leave the choir while the Divine Services are in
progress without explicit permission (19r} of the Maestro di Cappella, or in his
absence, of the score keeper, who in turn should not be so easy to grant it, except
for some urgent necessity. Such [measures are necessary] so as not to offer the
possibility to point out a choir left without direction, or with few singers, which
would raise a scandal of no little importance. Thus, since the singers have to bear
the spiritual burden of the whole choir, let them strive to be present as often as
possible, for this redounds to their honor, and to the Lord's glory, under an arbitrary penalty.
[76] In addition, every time one arrives at the Gloria Patri, with all the Psalms,
the singers will stand and hold their cap in their hands, [this] being an event of
great importance. Therefore the attending populace, through this example, will
be impressed and attentive to such a remarkable act, under the penalty of one
baiocco.
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(77) [19v} Et piu, che il Maestro di Capella elegga ogni settimana un Cantore
eddomedario idoneo et atto, che con ogni studio et diligenza habbia a guidare et
ordinare il Choro per evitare gl'errori che molti sono. Et La sera, doppo che sono
finiti tutti gl'ufficij Divini, se ne resti in Choro ad acco(m)modare per la seguente
giornata l'antifonarij, et libri. Et nell'ufficio doppio, o semidoppio, preintonare
l'antifone, ripeterle, segnarle, et prevenire dove sara opportuno, conforma(n)dosi con
la Tavola che affigge il M(aest)ro di Cerimonie. Et che egli sia il primo a levarsi
per gir verso gl'antifonarij co(n) prontezza, et decoro. Et che il resto de' Cantori
il sieguano co(n) debito modo, accio si possa con verita dire che la Chiesa di san
Pietro e almeno retta, et guidata da persone no(n) meno religiosi, et prudenti di
quel che siano sufficienti, et Vertuosi!
(78) [20r} Et piu, che il sop(raddet)to Eddomedario debba sempre ammaestrare,
et prevenire li soprani Cantori quando vanno a fare e versi, o altra spirituale attione, andandogli appresso per remomorargli le cose che hanno a dire, accio non
dichino o cantino una cosa per un'altra, per la poca isperienza che hanno delle
cose di tanta importanza.
[79) Io, Paulo Ghi:sellj, Canonico et Mastro di Capella. 1

1 [79) is in the same handwriting as the first part of the MS, sections [1] through
[61). Signatures appearing in [l], [69), and [79] are identical.
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[77] {19v} In addition, every week the Maestro di Cappella will choose a capable and suitable singer of the week. This person will lead and direct the choir
with every consideration and diligence to avoid the mistakes which are many.
At night, after all the Divine services are over, he will remain at the choir to attend to the antiphonaries and the books for the following day. And when during a double office, or a semi-double office, he will pre-intone the Antiphons,
repeat them, mark them, and anticipate them where necessary, conforming to
the charts posted by the Master of Ceremonies. Let him be the first to rise and
turn toward the antiphonaries, with promptness and dignity, and let the rest of
the singers follow him in the right way, so that it may be said in truth that the
Church of an Pietro is at least rtghteous and led by p_e.oplc who are no leSB religious and prudent than they are efficient and virtuous!
[78] {20r} In addition, the above-mentioned singer of the week must always
mentor and supervise the soprano singers when they are about to sing verses or
engage in other spiritual action, shadowing them, quietly suggesting to them the
things that they must say, so that they do not say or sing one thing for another,
due to the little experience which they have with things of such importance.
[79] I, Paulo Ghiselli, Canon and Maestro di Cappella
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Figure 1: The illustrated frontispiece of W720, bearing Paolo Ghiselli 's coat of arms.

